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Large Scale Pro-active Power Quality
Monitoring: An Example from Australia
Sean Elphick, Member, IEEE, Phil Ciufo, Senior Member, IEEE, Gerrard Drury, Vic Smith, Sarath Perera,
Senior Member, IEEE, Vic Gosbell, Senior Member, IEEE,


Abstract – In Australia and many other countries, distribution
Network Service Providers (DNSPs) have an obligation to their
customers to provide electrical power that is reliable and of high
quality. Failure to do so may have significant implications
ranging from financial penalties theoretically through to the loss
of a license to distribute electricity. In order to ensure the
reliability and quality of supply are met, DNSPs engage in
monitoring and reporting practice.
This paper provides an overview of a large long-running
power quality monitoring project that has involved most of
Australia’s DNSPs at one time or another. The paper described
the challenges associated with conducting the project as well as
some of the important outcomes and lessons learned. A number
of novel reporting techniques that have been developed as part of
the monitoring project are also presented. A discussion about
large-volume data management, and issues related to reporting
requirements in future distribution networks is included.
Index Terms—Power Quality Monitoring, Power Quality
Survey, Power Quality

I. INTRODUCTION

P

ro-active power quality (PQ) monitoring is now
considered a normal part of network operation by many
distribution network service providers (DNSPs). A survey
conducted by CIGRE/CIRED joint working group C4.112 of
DNSPs internationally which is summarised in [1], indicates
that 82% of DNSPs have permanent monitoring systems
installed. Considering these DNSPs, 60% of them have more
than 20 instruments. The necessity to demonstrate compliance
with local or international regulations at individual sites is
stated to be the motivation for installation of PQ monitoring
systems for 66% of survey respondents. Benchmarking reports
produced by the Council of European Energy Regulators
(CEER) on the quality of electrical supply [2], also suggest
that the majority of European DNSPs have PQ monitoring
systems. The reports indicate that there is significant variation
in the monitor deployment strategies adopted and the total
number of instruments deployed as well as the regulatory
frameworks across different countries.
A high quality power supply is key to a modern economy
and over time, both electricity distributors and customers have
come to realise the importance of PQ. In addition, regulators
now have a strong interest in ensuring that distributors meet
PQ obligations. While collection of PQ data is now considered
All authors are with the Australian Power Quality and Reliability Centre,
School of Electrical, Computer and Telecommunications Engineering,
University of Wollongong, Wollongong, NSW, Australia. Sean Elphick, email
elpho@uow.edu.au is the corresponding author.

a normal part of doing business for most DNSPs, and
significant volumes of data are now collected and stored, there
remain significant challenges related to PQ monitoring. These
challenges include identifying effective PQ monitoring
strategies including optimal instrument numbers and
deployment locations, effective data analysis and reporting,
regulation of PQ parameters and understanding of the
economic impact of PQ on customers and networks.
This paper presents on overview of a very large and longrunning pro-active PQ monitoring project that has been taking
place in Australia since 2002. The very large data repository
collected during the project has allowed significant research
into PQ monitoring, analysis, reporting and network behaviour
(e.g. prevailing PQ levels, network performance capability
with respect to voltage sag performance). A number of these
research outcomes are also detailed in the paper. The paper
begins by presenting a short overview of the project. This is
followed by a description of the solutions to the challenges
encountered with managing the very large volumes of data
associated with the project. A selection of the novel analysis
and reporting techniques which have been developed for the
project are then presented. Finally, areas of PQ monitoring,
analysis and reporting related to future electricity networks
which are yet to be fully understood are described and some
suggestions are made as to how these challenges may be
overcome.
II. STRUCTURE OF THE PROJECT
A large scale pro-active DNSP PQ monitoring, analysis and
reporting project was initiated at the University of
Wollongong in 2002. The project involves participant DNSPs
supplying PQ data to University researchers who then perform
data analysis and reporting. Previously known as the long term
national power quality survey (LTNPQS) and described in [3],
the project has evolved to become the Power Quality
Compliance Audit (PQCA). While large scale projects with
some similarities to the PQCA have been carried out in other
countries, such as those described in [4], [5] and [6] there are
relatively few projects of this type in the public domain. There
are many significant differences between the way in which the
PQCA project is managed when compared to other large scale
PQ monitoring projects including:





The longevity and geographical extent of the project.
The volume of monitored sites (and consequently data)
included in the project
Participants in the PQCA select the sites to be monitored
and the PQ instrumentation to be used. This leads to many
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different types of instrument being used, each with
potentially different data formats and sites with many
different characteristics. This has required the creation of
a novel, flexible, data management system.
That the project examines a suite of the most common
voltage parameters as opposed to only one or two PQ
parameters as was the case in a number of other large
studies (e.g. [4] and [5]).
The large volume of research and development which has
resulted from the project, particularly in the areas of PQ
monitoring methodology, data analysis and reporting
techniques.

Since inception, the project has grown to include data from
over 12,000 sites provided by 12 of the 16 Australian DNSPs.
These sites include a mix of low voltage (230 V) and
medium/high voltage (6.6 kV – 132 kV) sites. DNSPs that
currently participate or have participated in the PQCA project
supply electricity to at least 90% of the population of
Australia. Based on these characteristics, the project is highly
significant on a global scale in terms of geographical extent,
terms of site numbers and longevity. Approximately 5,000
sites were included in the project for the 2013 – 2014
Australian financial year (1st July 2013 – 30th June 2014); the
highest number in the history of the project. The PQ
parameters included in the project are: steady state voltage
magnitude, voltage unbalance, voltage harmonics (voltage
THD and individual voltage harmonics to the 25th order),
flicker and voltage sags.
III. DATA MANAGEMENT CHALLENGES
During the initial stages of the project, a common PQ data
format was developed and participants were requested to
supply data in this format. However, requesting participants to
transform their source data to the common data format
resulted in data quality problems. To overcome this, the
common data format was abandoned and participants now
supply data in a format that is most convenient for them.
Consequently data is supplied in many different formats.
This has necessitated the design and implementation of a
sophisticated data transformation system which is capable of
handling the instrumentation and data formats supplied by
each participant. This is advantageous for DNSP participants
as the complexity of data transformation is handled at a single
point and participants do not need to maintain the skill set
required for this task in-house. While there are a variety of
supplied data formats, in many cases the data format from any
given participant is generally consistent. Consequently, once
the data transformation for their data is implemented it can be
applied with relative ease each reporting period. However, the
data supplied by a given participant can still vary, for example
due to the inclusion of data from meter types new to the
project or development of the participant’s PQ system.
Data is also supplied by a variety of physical and electronic
means and at varied intervals. Ideally, participant data would
be supplied in a consistent format and at a regular time
interval by an automated data transfer. The reality is that data
is supplied via a variety of methods and in a number of time
intervals ranging from annual data transfer on physical media

using the regular postal system, through to participants who
have achieved, to a reasonable extent, automated regular
electronic transfers of consistently formatted data.
At present, the project database contains approximately
500 GB of data consisting of over 900 million data records.
During 2015, there is an expectation that the number of data
records will exceed one billion. Data that is required to be
maintained in the database includes site and instrument
characteristics (Section IV.B.2c contains information related
to the site characteristics included in the PQCA project) in
addition to the logged PQ data. Each site also has a particular
set of characteristics in terms of the instrumentation used,
scaling factors for transducers as well as other physical details
and classifications (such as urban, rural). All of these
characteristics must be incorporated into the database. Since
these characteristics can change over time, for example an
instrument may fail and be replaced, the database needs to be
flexible enough to adapt to these changes.
With expected continued growth in the number of sites and
hence volume of data, continuing effort is required to further
improve efficiencies of data management and implementation
of algorithms used in analysis of the data.
IV. NOVEL ANALYSIS AND REPORTING TECHNIQUES
The analysis and reporting of large volumes of PQ data has
been a key area of research for the PQCA. With the volume of
data collected, one major challenge for reporting is to reduce
data to a form that can be easily read and understood without
the loss of important detail. A secondary challenge is to
provide a report to participants that can be used effectively at
all levels of the business. In many cases, this creates
conflicting demands on reporting; management level of
businesses are only interested in high level overviews of
performance while dedicated PQ engineers are interested in
detailed performance results.
At the commencement of the project in 2002, reporting
techniques for a number of PQ parameters were still under
development and reporting methodologies for large numbers
of sites and large volumes of data were not highly developed.
Furthermore, reporting methods capable of aggregating
indices from a large number of sites to provide high level
indicators of performance useful at management level and for
benchmarking were in their infancy. Consequently, many of
the reporting techniques used in early project reports were
developed from the ground up. The longevity of the survey
has provided scope for strong development and verification of
these reporting techniques over time. Reporting techniques
have needed to evolve due to many factors including changes
in industry focus and new developments in PQ standards. The
project continues to be a ‘living’ activity and changes in
analysis and reporting methods are incorporated as research
outcomes develop.
A. Indices
In the case of the projects described in this paper, the
primary purpose of proactive PQ monitoring is not to identify
individual poor performing sites. Rather, it is targeted at
identifying whole-of-network performance and trends in order
to identify if planning processes are effective. However, the
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reporting process should still be able to identify sites with
poor performance.
For the PQCA project, two types of indices have been
developed. These are referred to as ‘primary’ and ‘secondary’
indices. Primary indices are used for compliance assessment
and are generally directly related to assessment methods (e.g.
statistical treatment) and limits given in standards or
regulations. Exceptions to this rule apply for PQ parameters
where standardised assessment methods or limits may not be
available, for example, voltage sags. Primary indices are only
calculated for a limited set of PQ parameters. For example, the
primary index for voltage harmonics is the THD, while values
for individual voltage harmonic orders are considered to be
secondary indices. Secondary indices are designed to give
further insight into performance. For example, providing an
indication if a particular voltage harmonic order is exceeding a
limit. The benefit of using a combination of primary and
secondary indices is that the limited set of primary indices
allows high level performance and compliance to be assessed,
while the secondary indices can be used to further investigate
the performance of sites that are of particular interest. It is
beyond the scope of this paper to describe the primary and
secondary indices used in the PQCA project, however, these
are described in [7] and [8].
One area where there has been significant innovation in the
PQCA is the reporting of voltage sags. The concept of sag
reporting has been the subject of many committees and
working groups. However, although a number of methods of
reporting voltage sags have been included in a number of
standards, no international consensus regarding the best
method of reporting sags has been reached. The primary index
which has been developed for the PQCA for voltage sags is
Sag SAIFI [9]. The Sag SAIFI Index is innovative due to the
fact that it attempts to establish a comparison of voltage sag
performance with the well-known reliability measure SAIFI.
In addition, the index is designed to directly relate sag activity
to equipment impact; something that is not immediately
obvious in other sag reporting techniques. Sag severity levels
are calculated by log/linear interpolation between the ITI
Curve [10] (zero severity) and a point on the voltage sag plane
that is known to cause disruption to most items of equipment.
If severe enough, each sag at a site will generate a sag severity
number. If a sag is considered severe enough that it would be
expected to trip all equipment at a site (i.e. it is equivalent to a
short interruption), the calculated sag severity index will be 1.
An overall value for the survey period is determined by
summation of all of the calculated sag severity values over the
survey period.
Another aspect of voltage sag performance that requires
consideration is that networks cannot hope to achieve the sag
performance defined by the CBEMA/ITI curves.
Consequently, superimposing sag data on these curves does
not give a strong indication of whether network performance
is acceptable. The protection curve described in [11] has been
developed for the PQCA in order to provide an assessment of
network performance based on acceptable protection (sag
clearance) performance for typical distribution network
protection settings.

B. Reporting Techniques
To be useful at all business levels of participants, PQCA
reports begin with highly summarised data first, followed by
more detailed data, structured in the following main tiers:





Executive Summary
Utility Reporting
Network Reporting
Site Reporting

1) Executive Summary
The Executive Summary provides a high level overview of
the participant’s compliance performance and long-term
trending. The Executive Summary of the produced report
consists of three key performance indicators:
a) Summary of Network Compliance
The summary of network compliance section gives an
immediate visual assessment of network compliance for each
PQ parameter type. In Australia and many other countries, the
assessment of whole-of-network-compliance has not been
widely implemented and has generally not been required by
regulators. However, many Australian DNSPs are now
interested in methods of demonstrating whole-of-network
compliance. The assessment of compliance at any individual
site is relatively straightforward. The process compares
statistical parameters of measured values against limits, and
techniques required are generally outlined in standards or
regulations. However, the question of how a DNSP can
demonstrate whole-of-network-compliance is not as
straightforward. Most stakeholders agree that it is not feasible
to assess compliance based on 100% of sites as there will
always be a number of sites which are non-compliant. This
then leads to the question of which is the most appropriate
statistical indicator to use; should whole-of-network
compliance be based on 99% of sites? Should it be 95% of
sites? IEC documents such as [12] favour an approach which
involves 95% compliance in time and space. Put more simply,
this means that 95% of sites should comply 95% of the time.
A further complication in determining whole-of-networkcompliance is related to the size of the sample of sites
provided. In order for compliance to be assessed accurately,
the sample size must be large enough to be representative of
the entire population of sites. In addition, the sample of sites
must be representative of the characteristics entire population.
This is especially important at LV where the characteristics of
the site (e.g. distance from supply transformer, predominant
load types) can have a significant impact on PQ performance
of a site. The solution to this problem at high voltage (HV) or
even medium voltage (MV), where the number of sites is
relatively small compared to the numbers of LV sites, might
be simply to install an instrument at each site. However, this
methodology is not possible at low voltage (LV) where the
number of sites would be prohibitively large. The question
then becomes what proportion of sites at LV is it appropriate
to monitor in order to verify whole-of-network-compliance.
Other considerations include: is this number of sites feasible?
and what will the monitoring protocol be?
For the purposes of the PQCA, whole-of-networkcompliance is based on the performance of 95% of sites. This
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assessment methodology has been accepted by all of the
DNSPs involved with the project. Statistical methods have
also been applied to calculate an estimated value for the entire
network based on the sample of sites submitted to the survey.
The statistical method used to estimate the entire network
population is a single sided confidence interval. This interval
relies on a normal distribution of site values. The techniques
are fully described in [13]. Whether or not samples of levels
for all PQ parameters have a normal distribution is an area of
ongoing research.
This reporting methodology leads to three possible states of
network compliance: both measured and estimated values are
compliant, measured values are compliant but estimated
values are non-compliant and measured and estimated values
are non-compliant. A graphical format of presenting
compliance has been developed and an example is shown in
Fig. 1. The graphic contains simple pictorial representations
for each PQ parameter. It is also colour coded according to the
state of compliance. PQ parameters for which both measured
and estimated values are compliant are shaded green, PQ
parameters where the measured value is compliant but the
estimated value is non-compliant are shaded yellow, and PQ
parameters where the measured and estimated values are noncompliant are shaded red.

trends will also show if PQ management strategies are
effective.
The present structure of the project whereby participants
select the sites submitted, complicates long term trending.
There is no guarantee that the same number of sites or sites
with similar characteristics will be submitted year after year.
Consequently, a simple trend of yearly PQ parameter values
can be highly impacted by changes in the provided sample of
sites and as such may not give an accurate indication of long
term trends.
A long-term trending methodology has been developed to
address the issues related to changes in the sites included in
the sample. The trend indices produced are the change in PQ
indices as an average annual change over the past four years.
The calculation of trend indices must take into account the fact
that each year’s overall PQ indices are determined from a
different sample of sites. It must also be insensitive to
incidents such as large storm events that may have a large
impact on a particular year’s results but which are atypical.
These effects are allowed for in the PQCA by the following
calculation steps:


An Annual Trend value for two consecutive years is
determined using only those sites that are common to the
two years. This method is statistically more accurate than
using the indices for all sites when there are sites in one
year’s survey that are not present in the other.
The Reported Trend value in the report is the arithmetic
average of the last four Annual Trend values calculated
using the algorithm above. As such, for a site to be
included in the trending it must have data for a minimum
of two years but does not necessarily require data for all
years. This calculation methodology aims to give a value
which is more reliable for forecasting several years into
the future.


Fig. 1. Example Graphic: PQCA Participant Compliance

b) Percent of Sites Exceeding Limits
Simple bar graphs are produced which illustrate the
percentage of sites which exceed limits for each PQ
parameter. Fig. 2 shows an example of the Percent of Sites
Exceeding Limits graph. The y-axis of the graph shows the
percent of the total submitted sites which exceed the limit for
each PQ parameter shown on the x-axis.
25%

% of Sites Exceeding Limit

20%

15%

10%

The units for the trend indices are the units of the PQ
parameter per year. For example a trend of 1% for unbalance
indicates that unbalance levels are increasing by 1% per year;
i.e. if unbalance is 2% this year and the trend holds, it will be
3% next year.
2) Utility Reporting
The Utility Reporting section of the report contains
summarised site data designed to give an indication of
performance across all of the sites provided by a participant;
i.e. a high level overview of all site indices for each PQ
parameter. Key components of the Utility Reporting section
are:

5%

0%

V1%

V99%
Voltage

THD
Unbalance

Harmonics

Pst

Plt
Flicker

Sags

Fig. 2. Example Graphic: Percent of Sites Exceeding Limit

c) Long Term PQ Parameter Trends
Trending provides a very important indication of the
performance of the network. Firstly, trends show whether or
not levels are increasing or decreasing and at what rate. This
indicates if there are any PQ parameters which may be of
concern with respect to limits in the near future. Secondly,





Distribution of Site Indices
Utility Indices
Performance by Site Classification

a) Distribution of Site Indices
The Distribution of Site Indices graphic illustrates the
performance of all sites provided by participants for each PQ
parameter in decile bands normalised against the relevant
limit. Each decile band is displayed in a different colour. For
quasi-steady-state PQ parameters (e.g. voltage unbalance,
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voltage THD), the limits used in the project for quasi-steadystate PQ parameters are drawn from the operating codes or
regulations for the jurisdiction in which the participant is
operating. For voltage sags, in the absence of any published
limit for the sag index which is used (Sag SAIFI), an arbitrary
limit has been defined for the PQCA project based on date
measured over the course of the project. The reader can easily
visualise proportions of sites with respect to the PQ parameter
limits. The distribution of site indices can be used to determine
if PQ problems are systemic (even distribution of coloured
decile bands) or possibly due to outlying sites (an uneven
distribution of coloured bands with the worst performing sites
having much worse performance than most other sites). Fig. 3
shows an example of a Distribution of Site Indices graphic.

250

200
% of Limit

• CBD (Central Business District) – Predominantly short
underground feeders. Ring systems and strong supplies.
• Urban – Predominantly short overhead feeders and
distributors but including some underground feeders and
distributors.
• Short Rural – Predominately longer overhead feeders and
distributors.
• Long Rural – Long to very long overhead feeders and
distributors to remote locations.
The load categories are as follows: • Predominantly Industrial
• Predominantly Commercial
• Predominantly Residential
• Mixed – A mix of load types. Mostly used for zone
substations supplying a range of different load classifications.

300

150

100

50

0
THD
-50

The network construction categories are as follows:

Voltage

Unbalance

Harmonics

Pst

Plt

Sag SAIFI

Flicker

Sags

Fig. 3. Example Graphic: Distribution of Site Indices

b) Utility Indices
These values provide indices that are calculated based on all
sites submitted by the participant. There are two indices for
each PQ parameter shown in each graph.

A graphic which displays performance is produced for both
strong and weak sites for each nominal voltage level. The
graphs are stacked bar graphs which show the relative
contribution of each PQ parameter to an overall value. The
first step in the algorithm for producing the overall value is to
normalise the index for each PQ parameter by the limit. This
results in a set of indices for all PQ parameters which are in
like units. These normalised values for each PQ parameter are
then summed and divided by the total number of PQ
parameters to give the overall value. Fig. 4 shows an example
of a performance by site classification graphic. In the graph,
coloured bands show the contribution of each normalised PQ
parameter index to the overall value.

• Utility Median Average values
• Utility 95th Percentile values
The Utility Median Average is the median average value for
all sites supplied by the participant. These values can be used
as a measure of the average performance of the participant.
The Utility 95th Percentile value provides an indication of the
PQ parameter levels that will be experienced at the worst 5%
of sites. The value is calculated as the 95th percentile level of
indices for sites.
c) Performance by Site Classification
Performance by site classification is a method of
investigating the impact of various network characteristics on
overall PQ parameter levels in order to determine if there are
particular combinations of network characteristics that have
significant impacts on PQ performance. Sites are classified
based on the network construction, load and strength
characteristics of the provided sites. There are two distinct
strength categories for sites; transformer fed or strong sites,
and line fed or weak sites. The distinction between strong and
weak sites is that a site is deemed strong if it is located closer
to the supply than the point on the feeder where the supply
fault level is halved. At MV this distance may be several
kilometres while for LV this distance is approximately 30 m.

Fig. 4. Example Graphic: Performance by Site Classification

3) Network Reporting
The Network Reporting section of the report provides
summaries of site indices and provides some indication of the
ranking of sites from worst to best. A table showing
compliance for each PQ parameter is also provided. The
network report is arranged by nominal voltage level with
separate sections for each PQ parameter. In addition, each PQ
parameter is reported separately for LV and MV sites. The
following information is provided for each PQ Parameter:
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Site Compliance Table – Illustrates the number and
percentage of sites exceeding limits for the primary and
secondary indices. If an index is exceeding a limit, the
entry in the table is shaded red.
 Primary Index Distribution – This graph shows the
distribution of primary indices for the 50 worst
performing sites for each participant.
 Histograms of Primary Indices – For quasi-steady-state
PQ parameters (voltage magnitude, voltage unbalance,
voltage harmonics and flicker) these graphs show the
distribution of the primary indices obtained for each site.
For voltage sags, histograms are presented for all indices
(both primary and secondary).
4) Site Reporting
The site reporting tier contains the most detailed reporting.
This tier shows raw data which has not been processed into
indices. For quasi-steady-state PQ parameters, histograms are
presented of the data collected at each site. These histograms
are overlaid with lines indicating limits. For voltage sags, sag
performance at each site is illustrated by plotting the recorded
sags on a voltage time plane overlaid by the CBEMA curve as
well as the protection curve.
V. PROJECT OUTCOMES TO DATE
The implementation of the project described in this paper
irrevocably changed the PQ monitoring and reporting
paradigm for DNSPs in Australia. At inception, proactive PQ
monitoring and reporting practices were effectively nonexistent in Australia and quality of supply was considered a
low priority for electricity distributors compared with network
expansion and reliability improvement. Over time, Australian
DNSPs and many large or sensitive customers have realised
the importance of a high quality power supply to the economy
and in many instances PQ management and monitoring is now
a part of everyday business. The size, longevity and continued
enhancement of the project has resulted in a very good
understanding of the behaviour and capability of Australian
distribution networks with respect to PQ performance and also
resulted in a significant amount of novel research into PQ
monitoring, analysis and reporting.
Collection of a large amount of data over a long time period
has allowed the identification of the PQ parameters of most
concern, from within the subset of PQ parameters included in
the project, with respect to either compliance or trending in
Australian distribution networks. The project has also allowed
identification of the PQ capability of distribution networks
with respect to PQ parameter levels that can be tolerated
before either equipment maloperation or customer complaint.
The insights obtained can also be used to make informed
submissions to regulatory bodies. Understanding the
capabilities and hosting capacities of networks ensures that PQ
parameter limits are not introduced which cannot be met by
networks or for which achieving compliance would be cost
prohibitive. One example of the use of the data collected by
the PQCA project, was to assist in the development of the
Australian Standard for voltage levels, AS 61000.3.100 [14].
The longevity of the project has allowed long term trends to
be developed. The most interesting trend that has been
observed is that voltage harmonic levels at both LV and MV

sites are decreasing at a relatively small but consistent rate. It
is postulated that this is due to a number of factors including
better performance of equipment with respect to harmonic
current emission and more effective harmonic current
emission allocation strategies being adopted by DNSPs.
VI. AREAS REQUIRING FURTHER RESEARCH
There remain many PQ analysis and reporting problems that
are yet to be solved. These include:
A. Determining Optimal Number of Sites for PQ Surveys
Installation of PQ instrumentation remains a costly
undertaking for DNSPs. While there is a range of modern
instrumentation that can be multi-tasked to provide PQ data
(e.g. smart revenue meters, some protection relays) many of
these simpler devices only monitor a subset of PQ parameters,
often not to accepted PQ monitoring standards. A key ongoing
area of research related to the PQCA project is inquiry into the
number of sites required to achieve a meaningful
representation of the PQ levels across the whole population of
sites. This research is particularly important at LV where there
are millions of individual sites. Obviously it is not possible to
monitor all sites. Accordingly, statistical methods have been
and continue to be investigated which can be used to
determine the number of sites (sample size) that are required
to give a good estimate of the PQ performance of the overall
population. While there is very limited literature available
which gives guidance as to the sample size required to prove
network compliance at LV sites, the Council of European
Energy Regulators (CEER) Guidelines of Good Practice on
the Implementation and Use of Voltage Quality Monitoring
Systems for Regulatory Purposes [15] recommends the
following site numbers for various statistical indicators of
overall network performance:




20 sites if averages over all locations will be reported
200 sites if 95th percentile values over all locations will be
reported
1000 sites if 99th percentile values over all locations will
be reported

While the CEER guidelines do give specific site numbers,
these numbers have not been verified in practice. The study
performed in [16] presented an empirical method of
determining the number of sites required to accurately
represent a population. However, this method requires a
significant amount of data to be collected before it can be
applied.
If the population has a normal distribution, there are well
defined statistical methods which can be used to calculate the
number of sites (i.e. sample size) which are required to
estimate the mean of the population for a given confidence
and allowable error. When the standard deviation of a
population is known, the population mean can be described as
shown in (1) and (2) [17].
𝜇 = 𝑥̅ ± 𝐸
and
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𝐸 = 𝑍crit ×

𝜎
√𝑛







where:
 E is the acceptable error value,


n is the number of sites,



Zcrit is the Z critical value for the required confidence
level (1.96 for 95% confidence, 2.58 for 99%
confidence) based on a normal distribution,



σ is the population standard deviation and



𝑥̅ is the sample mean.

Rearranging (2), the equation to determine the number of
sites required to give an estimate of the overall population
mean to within an acceptable error for a given confidence
level is given in (3).
𝑛= (

𝑍crit ×𝜎 2
𝐸

) 



   

The only variable which is not known in (3) is σ. However,
if some data is available, σ can be approximated by the sample
standard deviation if the sample size is large enough. It can
clearly be seen that the number of sites is sensitive to the
acceptable error value, which is user defined, and the sample
standard deviation, which is related to the variability in PQ
parameter levels across sites.
The central limit theorem ensures that mean values will be
normally distributed and as such, the above techniques can be
used to determine the optimum number of sites required to
accurately predict mean PQ parameter levels. However, in
many cases, 95th or even 99th percentile indices are used to
describe PQ parameter levels. It is unknown if the population
of these indices will be normally distributed or follow another
distribution. Using the repository of data collected during the
project, research is ongoing to determine the distribution of
statistical indices other than the mean.
B. Accepted Methods and Limits for Voltage Sag Reporting
Voltage sag reporting remains an area of ongoing research.
While there have been numerous committees and working
groups devoted to this issue, none have produced a definitive
method for the reporting of sags and none have produced a set
of limits for sag activity.
For the purposes of the PQCA project, collected data has
been used to determine an interim limit for Sag SAIFI which
is the primary index used for voltage sag reporting in the
PQCA reports.
C. Understanding the Impact of Flicker
Flicker compliance is another area of active research,
particularly due to rapidly changing lighting technologies. The
project has shown that there are significant numbers of sites
which are above planning and compatibility limits for flicker.
However, Australian DNSPs receive very few complaints
related to what might be considered to true lamp flicker; that is
actual repetitive periodic modulation of the voltage waveform
envelope as opposed to rapid voltage changes, for example
due to motor starts. This then raises the question of whether

flicker compliance levels are appropriate and whether flicker
monitoring technology is producing relevant outcomes.
D. PQ Impacts of Distributed Generation and other Loads
At present, there is an unprecedented amount of integration
of highly disruptive technologies into electricity distribution
networks. In Australia and many other countries, the past five
years has seen a very rapid growth in the proliferation of small
scale (<5 kW) solar PV generation systems. All indications are
that the next five years will see a proliferation of battery
energy storage systems as well as electric vehicles. All of
these technologies are relatively high power devices of which
the potential PQ impacts are yet to be fully understood.
Connection of distributed resources in networks is an area
which requires close attention in relation to PQ. For example,
the potential PQ issues associated with solar inverters include
concerns related to connection and disconnection, sag ride
through, voltage rise and voltage unbalance. In addition, the
high frequency switching distortion associated with switching
of the inverters has recently received considerable academic
attention (e.g. [18]). While the latest edition of IEC 61000-430 contains some insight into measurement techniques for this
high (2 kHz – 150 kHz) frequency distortion, measurement,
analysis, classification and limits of this PQ phenomena is still
in its infancy. In addition, there are very few instruments
capable of even performing measurements at the required
frequencies. Added to this is the fact that there is little
understanding of the practical impact of waveform distortion
at these frequencies even if it is present on electricity
networks.
Battery chargers associated with electric vehicles and
battery energy storage systems are relatively high powered
loads. These devices have the potential to be sources of high
frequency distortion and unbalance, and could also impact on
voltage regulation due to the fact that they are a significant
load.
It is clear that integration of modern technologies into
electricity distribution systems continues to raise concerns
related to PQ. Consequently, research to ensure that future
electricity networks continue to maintain acceptable levels of
PQ is required. Such research will include investigation of
appropriate analysis and reporting techniques as well as
determination of appropriate PQ parameter limits. It is
anticipated that the ongoing execution of the monitoring
project described in this paper will assist in solving the
research questions related to integration of these devices and
their impact on PQ levels.
E. Integration of Smart Revenue Meter Data into PQ Surveys
A number of Australian DNSPs have rolled out very large
numbers of smart revenue metering devices. Many of these
devices have basic PQ monitoring functionality such as
voltage magnitude and voltage sag monitoring. These large
numbers of instruments have the potential to produce very
large volumes of data. How best to leverage this data to
produce PQ monitoring benefits remains unclear.
In many cases, there may be little value in including all
voltage related data from all smart meters in proactive PQ
surveys as the data from instruments located electrically close
to each other (e.g. houses next door to each other) will be very
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similar. The challenge for PQ surveying with such large
numbers of sites is how to select a sample of site that is
statistically valid and also representative of all network and
load characteristics.
Regardless of how the data is sampled and used, it is
obvious that more and more PQ data is going to become
available as time goes by. This produces ongoing challenges
with respect to how to manage and report very large volumes
of data. Future directions must include the implementation of
web-based reporting systems which will provide a higher
degree of flexibility for participants.
F. Monitoring of Transmission Network Service Providers
To date, the PQCA project has been undertaken exclusively
with DNSPs. As of 2016, the project will expand to include
transmission monitoring. This will introduce a new set of
challenges as no large scale proactive monitoring campaign
has previously been undertaken at transmission level.
Challenges will include:





How should transmission data be best reported?
What are the most appropriate methods to use to
benchmark transmission utilities?
What are the optimal monitoring locations for
transmission systems?
How can possible measurement concerns related to high
voltage transducers be overcome?

In addition to these challenges, expansion of the PQCA
project to transmission operators will result in collection of a
significant volume of PQ data from transmission systems. This
offers many of the same advantages as the distribution project
in that the collected data can be used for research into
transmission system PQ in areas such as reporting, analysis,
appropriate limits and trending.
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